take full advantage of these effects by collecting snapshots from thousands of continuously replenished tiny crystals to reconstruct structures at room temperature.
An important application where injector-based SC has proven advantageous is fast time-resolved pump-probe crystallography. Myoglobin and the photoactive yellow protein (Pande et al., 2016) have provided success stories of how the technique can be applied to biological problems, the second case giving us a remarkable molecular movie (at 200 fs time resolution) of the primary photochemical cis-trans reaction. Yet both proteins are available in large amounts and can be grown into big crystals suitable for time-resolved Laue diffraction experiments at a synchrotron. A recent study of the light-driven proton pump bacteriorhodopsin, for which only a few micrometre thick crystals were available, resulted in a series of 13 snapshots at logarithmically spaced time points after activation (Nango et al., 2016) . By eliminating concerns about radiation damage and providing a consistent molecular movie from nanoseconds to milliseconds, this work resolves a lengthy debate on inconsistencies in synchrotron freeze-trapping experiments. The movie furthers shows in remarkable detail how energy from the initially twisted retinal chromophore is transferred into rearrangements of the protein, a reaction nature has adapted to a wide range of biological functions including our visual sense.
The work was only feasible using sample-efficient highviscosity injectors (Weierstall et al., 2014) to reduce the amount of protein needed. Such 'toothpaste jet' sampledelivery devices and fast low-noise X-ray detectors offer major advantages for SC using synchrotron sources. It has now become possible to record millisecond exposures which are briefer than the rotational diffusion time of the microcrystals in a viscous delivery medium (such as LCP, PEG or agarose). Diffraction conditions change by a negligible amount during this time, so that efficient SC with a continuous flow of sample becomes possible (Nogly et al., 2015; Botha et al., 2015) and may be developed into a routine method for room-temperature structure determination. Initial bacteriorhodopsin crystals were tested by SMX at a synchrotron and by SFX at an XFEL, a good example of the synergy between the two X-ray sources (Nogly et al., 2016) . Currently, an injector-based timeresolved experiment at synchrotron beamlines would be limited to a time resolution of several milliseconds, as this is the time needed to collect diffraction patterns with sufficient intensity. Future synchrotron upgrades to next-generation diffraction-limited sources will allow measurements in the micro-and perhaps nanosecond range for study of the vast majority of the slower processes which occur in biology. Artificial photoswitches and mix-and-inject methods seem bound to spread the application of SC further at both synchrotrons and XFELs, allowing chemical triggers to be used in the study of processes such as enzyme/substrate reactions and drug binding. It seems clear that the interplay between XFELs and synchrotrons will be an important factor in keeping the century-old improvements in the crystallographic method advancing. Time will tell which approach is best suited to particular biological systems and problems, while both radiation sources will benefit from these synergistic developments.
